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Given an arbitrary group G , we construct a covariant functor FˆG
from the category of special λ-rings to that of commutative rings
with unity. When G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group, it will
be used to reconstruct the functor NrG , which was ﬁrst introduced
in [Y.-T. Oh, R-analogue of the Burnside ring of proﬁnite groups
and free Lie algebras, Adv. Math. 190 (2005) 1–46] to investigate
the structure of Witt–Burnside rings over special λ-rings. More
precisely, given a special λ-ring R , we show that NrG (R) is
functorially isomorphic to FˆG (R)/ JG (R) for some ideal JG (R) of
FˆG (R). The connection to the functor FG due to [J.J. Graham,
Generalized Witt vectors, Adv. Math. 99 (1993) 248–263] will also
be demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
The Witt–Burnside ring of a proﬁnite group is attributed to Dress and Siebeneicher [5,6], who in-
troduced it as a group-theoretical generalization of the classical p-typical Witt vectors of Teichmüller
and Witt [17] and the generalized or big Witt vectors of Cartier [4]. For each proﬁnite group G , they
constructed a covariant functor WG from the category of commutative rings with unity into itself
with the following properties:
(1) WCˆ =W, (2) WCˆ p =Wp, and (3) WG(Z) ∼= Ωˆ(G).
Here C denotes the multiplicative inﬁnite cyclic group, Cˆ the proﬁnite completion of C , Cˆ p the pro-
p-completion of C , W the Witt ring functor, Wp the p-typical Witt ring functor, and ﬁnally Ωˆ(G)
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cardinality of U -invariant elements in X is ﬁnite for every open subgroup U of G . For every object A,
we call WG(A) the Witt–Burnside ring of G over A.
Since their birth, Witt–Burnside rings have attracted many mathematicians for their unusual na-
ture as well as for their remarkable connections to other areas and much effort has been made to
reveal their mysterious structure. For the precise information, refer to [2,3,7,8,13–15]. Among these
references, the present paper is mainly concerned with [8,13,15].
In 1993, Graham [8] published a very seminal paper on generalized Witt vectors. He associated a
covariant functor, denoted by FG , to each group G (not necessarily a proﬁnite group), and showed that
there is a functorial isomorphism between WG(A) and FG(A)/IG(A) when G is a proﬁnite group.1
Here IG(A) denotes an ideal of FG(A) determined by a suitable condition. Graham’s construction is
very noteworthy in the sense that it provides an alternative to Dress and Siebeneicher’s construction
of the generalized Witt vectors and also a different method for computations with generalized Witt
vectors. To be more precise, this result enables us to regard the Witt–Burnside ring (of G over A) not
so much as maps from the conjugacy classes of subgroups of ﬁnite index in G to A, but as cosets of
the ideal IG(A). Viewed with this viewpoint, the operations of WG(A) turn out to be very natural.
Due to the complexity and weirdness of the ring operations of Witt–Burnside rings, one of the
fundamental problems in this topic has been to ﬁnd a ring such that although it is isomorphic to
WG(A), its operations are given in a simple and natural way. In [13,15], this problem was settled out
for special λ-rings. There the author constructed a functor NrG from the category of special λ-rings
to that of commutative rings with unity and also showed that there is a natural equivalence
τ :WG ◦Fλ → NrG ,
called the extended Teichmüller transformation. Here Fλ denotes the forgetful functor from the category
of special λ-rings to that of commutative rings with unity, assigning to each special λ-ring R its
underlying ring R . From this result it follows that the group structure of WG(R) is quite simple. In
fact, it is, as an abelian group, isomorphic to a direct product of R over the set of conjugacy classes
of open subgroups of G .
Motivated by the above result together with Graham’ construction, we show that there exists a
functor FˆG from the category of special λ-rings to that of commutative rings with unity such that
NrG(R) is functorially isomorphic to FˆG(R)/ JG(R) for some ideal JG(R) of FˆG(R) (see Theorem 4.2).
Going further, we construct a map tR : FG ◦ Fλ(R) → FˆG(R) with tR(IG(R)) = JG(R). It should be
remarked that tR is bijective and additive, but not multiplicative. Nevertheless, the induced map,
tR : FG(R)/IG(R) → FˆG(R)/ JG(R), a + IG(R) → t(a) + JG(R),
turns out to be a ring isomorphism, and it follows from the commutativity of the diagram
FG(R)/IG(R)
wR (∼=)
tR
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
wˆ R (∼=)
WG(R)
τR (∼=)
NrG(R)
(see Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.4). For the precise deﬁnition of wR and wˆ R appearing in the above
diagram, see Section 3 and Section 4.2.
1 This, however, is not true for every proﬁnite group. In fact, G should be restricted to a strongly complete proﬁnite group
(refer to Section 3).
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concerns Graham’s result on the connection between FG and WG . We reprove it since Graham’s
original proof has been written in a very condensed form. Main results of this paper will appear in
Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 4, we construct a quotient functor FˆG/ JG and show that it is
naturally isomorphic to NrG when G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group. Section 5 will be devoted
to constructing an analogue, denoted by tR , of the extended Teichmüller map τR introduced in [13,15].
However, contrary to τR , it is no longer a ring isomorphism.
2. Preliminaries
All the functors dealt with in this paper are deﬁned on the category of commutative rings with
unity or the category of special λ-rings. For simplicity, denote by Rings the category of commutative
rings with unity where morphisms are ring homomorphisms, and by λ-rings the category of special
λ-rings where morphisms are λ-ring homomorphisms. For all the deﬁnitions and notation concerned
with special λ-rings, we refer to [1,9,15]. Throughout this paper, R denotes a special λ-ring and A a
commutative ring with unity.
2.1. Graham’s functor associated with an arbitrary group
In this subsection, we brieﬂy introduce Graham’s functor FG attached to a group G (for more
information, see [8]). To do this, we need basic deﬁnitions and notation concerned with G-sets and
G-strings.
Let G be an arbitrary group and C (G) the set of all subgroups U of G such that G/U is ﬁnite.
We also let C (G) be the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups in C (G). Given two subgroups U and
V of G , we say that U is subconjugate to V if U is a subgroup of some conjugate of V . This induces
a partial-ordering, , on C (G). To be more precise, we deﬁne [V ]  [U ] if U is subconjugate to V ,
where [U ] and [V ] denote the conjugacy class of U and V , respectively.
A G-set X is said to be essentially ﬁnite if XU , the set of U -invariant elements in X , is ﬁnite for
all U ∈ C (G), and said to be almost ﬁnite if it is essentially ﬁnite and every element lies in a ﬁnite
orbit. Note that if X is almost ﬁnite, then every orbit in X is ﬁnite and there are only ﬁnitely many
orbits isomorphic to G/U for each U ∈ C (G). One can form the Burnside ring Ω(G) of the (virtual)
isomorphism classes of almost-ﬁnite G-sets, where the addition is deﬁned via disjoint union and the
multiplication via Cartesian product. Given an almost ﬁnite G-set X , the notation [X] will be used to
denote the corresponding element in Ω(G).
For a G-set X , denote by G \ X the set of G-orbits in X . For each commutative ring A with unity,
we deﬁne a G-prestring with coeﬃcients in A to be an almost ﬁnite G-set X together with a map
f : G \ X → A. Denote this by (X, f ). Two G-prestrings (X, f1) and (Y , f2) are said to be isomorphic if
there is a G-set isomorphism ξ : X → Y such that f1 = f2 ◦ ξ¯ . Here ξ¯ : G \ X → G \ Y is the map that
takes the orbit Gx to Gξ(x) for all x ∈ X . We call isomorphism classes of G-prestrings, G-strings with
coeﬃcients in A. Denote by [X, f ] the isomorphism class of (X, f ). Note that every transitive G-string
with coeﬃcients in A is isomorphic to [G/U ,α] for some U ∈ C (G) and α : G \ (G/U ) → A.
As in the case of G-sets, one can deﬁne the induction and the restriction for G-prestrings and
G-strings. Here we only introduce how the induction is deﬁned. Let (X, f ) be a U -prestring with
coeﬃcients in A. Then indGU (X, f ) is deﬁned to be (ind
G
U (X), ind( f )), where ind( f ) : G \ indGU (X) → A
is the map that takes the orbit of U (1, x) ∼= G/Gx to f (Ux), and hence indGU [X, f ] is deﬁned by
[indGU (X), ind( f )].
The Burnside ring of G-strings with coeﬃcients in A, denoted by FG(A), is formed from the semi-
ring of G-strings with coeﬃcients in A by the formal negative construction. Note that the addition is
induced from disjoint union. In the following, let us introduce how the multiplication is deﬁned. Since
it distributes over the addition, we have only to consider the product of two transitive G-strings. The
product of two transitive G-strings [Gx, f1] and [Gy, f2] is given by [Gx× Gy, f1 × f2], where
f1 × f2 : G \ Gx× Gy → A =
∑
GxgG y
fGx gG y : G \ G(x, gy) → A
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fGx gG y
(
G(x, gy)
)= f1(Gx)[Gx:Gx∩gG y g−1] f2(Gy)[Gy :g−1Gxg∩Gy].
Here g ranges over a system of double coset representatives of Gx and Gy in G . Let
Θ1 =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
1iiU
lU ,i[G/U ,αU ,i],
Θ2 =
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
∑
1 j jV
mV , j[G/V , βV , j]
be two elements in FG(A). From the distributive law it follows that
Θ1 × Θ2 =
∑
[U ],[V ],i, j
lU ,imV , j[G/U ,αU ,i][G/V , βV , j]
=
∑
[W ]∈C (G)
∑
1kkW
nW ,k[G/W , γW ,k],
where the structure constant nW ,k is given by
∑
[U ],[V ]
∑
i, j
lU ,imV , jCU ,V ,i, j(W ).
Here CU ,V ,i, j(W ) counts double coset representatives of U and V in G satisfying that
(iv)
[
U ∩ gV g−1]= [W ], and
(i)
(
αU ,i(G/U )
)[U : U∩gV g−1](
βV , j(G/V )
)[V : g−1Ug∩V ] = γW ,k(G/W ).
It is obvious that FG(A) is, as an abelian group, isomorphic to
∏
[U ]∈C (G)
( ⊕
α:G\(G/U )→A
Z[G/U ,α]
)
.
Furthermore, this construction is functorial in view of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. (See [8].) Let G be an arbitrary group. Then there exists a unique covariant functor FG : Rings →
Rings satisfying the following properties:
(1) For any commutative ring A with unity, FG(A) is the Burnside ring of G-strings with coeﬃcients in A
(isomorphism classes of pairs, [X,α], where X is an almost ﬁnite G-set, and α : G \ X → A is a map).
(2) For every ring homomorphism h : A → B, FG(h) : FG(A) → FG(B) is the homomorphism which takes
[X,α] to [X,h ◦ α].
(3) For every subgroup U of ﬁnite index in G, there exists a homomorphism ψUA : FG(A) → A deﬁned by
ψUA
([X,α])= ∑
x∈XU
α(Gx)[Gx:U ],
which provides a natural transformation to the identity.
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free Z-module generated by the transitive ones. But, this is false since an almost ﬁnite G-set may
have inﬁnitely many ﬁnite transitive orbits.
Note that ψUA = ψU
′
A if [U ] = [U ′]. Set
ψA =
∏
[U ]∈C (G)
ψUA .
Finally we introduce ghG : Rings → Rings, called the ghost ring functor of G . It denotes a functor deﬁned
by the following conditions:
(1) As a set, ghG(A) = AC (G) , the set of functions from C (G) to A.
(2) The addition and the multiplication are deﬁned componentwise.
(3) For every ring homomorphism f : A → B and every α ∈ ghG(A) one has ghG( f )(α) = f ◦ α.
Then ψA maps to ghG(A). In particular, the third condition of Theorem 2.1 tells us that ψ : FG → ghG
is a natural transformation.
2.2. Functors associated with a proﬁnite group
In this subsection, we introduce two functors associated with arbitrary proﬁnite groups.
2.2.1. Functors associated with a proﬁnite group
Through this section, assume that G is a proﬁnite group. Denote by O(G) the set of the conjugacy
classes of open subgroups of G . Then the ghost ring functor of G , denoted by ghG : Rings → Rings, is
given in the following manner:
(1) As a set, ghG(A) = AO(G) , the set of functions from O(G) to A.
(2) The addition and the multiplication are deﬁned componentwise.
(3) For every ring homomorphism f : A → B and every α ∈ ghG(A) one has ghG( f )(α) = f ◦ α.
Theorem 2.3. (See [5].) Let G be a proﬁnite group. Then there exists a unique functor, WG : Rings → Rings,
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) As a set,WG(A) = AO(G) .
(2) For every ring homomorphism f : A → B and every α ∈WG(A) one hasWG( f )(α) = f ◦ α.
(3) For any commutative ring A with unity, the map,
ΦA :WG(A) → ghG(A),
α →
( ∑
[G][V ][U ]
φU (G/V )α
([V ])(V :U )
)
[U ]∈O(G)
, 2
is a ring homomorphism.
Theorem 2.4. (See [13,15].) Let G be a proﬁnite group. Then there exists a unique functor, NrG : λ-rings →
Rings, satisfying the following conditions:
2 The summation is well deﬁned since C (G) is locally ﬁnite, that is, every interval of C (G) is ﬁnite.
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(2) For every λ-ring homomorphism f : R → S and every α ∈ NrG(R) one has NrG( f )(α) = f ◦ α.
(3) For any special λ-ring R, the map,
ϕR : NrG(R) → ghG(R),
α →
( ∑
[G][V ][U ]
φU (G/V )Ψ
(V :U )(α([V ]))
)
[U ]∈O(G)
,
is a ring homomorphism.
It was shown in [13,15] that there exists a natural isomorphism,
τ :WG ◦Fλ → NrG ,
satisfying that Φ = ϕ ◦ τ . In the following, let us review how τ is deﬁned. Let R be a special λ-ring.
For each r ∈ R , we write r as a sum of one-dimensional elements, say r1 + r2 + · · · + rm . It should be
noted that this decomposition is not unique in general and ri ’s may not be in R . Indeed they are in
some extension of R (see [1]). Let Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}) be the set of maps from G to {r1, r2, . . . , rm}.
When {r1, r2, . . . , rm} is viewed as a G-set equipped with the trivial G-action, it is well known that
Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}) is made into a G-set via the following standard G-action
(g · f )(x) = f (g−1 · x), ∀g, x ∈ G, f ∈ Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}).
Decompose Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}) into disjoint G-orbits and consider its union, say ⊔h Gh, where h
runs through a system of representatives of this decomposition. Let {wi: 1 i  (G : Gh)} be a system
of left-cosets of Gh in G . For f ∈ Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}), deﬁne [ f ] to be
(G:Gh)∏
i=1
h(wi).
One can easily see that [ f ] does not depend on the choice of coset representatives and also [ f ′] = [ f ]
whenever f ′ = g · f for some g ∈ G .
Given an open subgroup U of G , let us deﬁne MG(r,U ) to be
∑
h
[h],
where h runs through a system of orbit-representatives of Map(G, {r1, r2, . . . , rm}) such that Gh is
isomorphic to G/U . It is not diﬃcult to show that MG(r,U ) = MG(r,U ′) if U is conjugate to U ′ in G .
Thus, from now on, we will use the notation MG(r, [U ]) instead of MG(r,U ). Also, the following
lemma shows that MG(r, [U ]) depends on r itself, not the choice of {ri: 1 i m}.
Lemma 2.5. (See [16].) Let G be a proﬁnite group and R a special λ-ring. For any r ∈ R and any open subgroup
U of G, we have
MG
(
r, [U ])= ∑
[G][V ][U ]
μG
([U ], [V ])Ψ (V :U )(r(G:V )),
where μG denotes the Möbius function of the poset O(G), ordered by [V ]  [U ] if U is a subgroup of some
conjugates of V .
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MRG(r)
([V ])= MG(r, [V ]), ∀r ∈ R, [V ] ∈O(G).
For each [U ] ∈O(G), let us introduce induction
indGU : NrU (R) → NrG(R), x → indGU (x),
where
indGU (x)
([W ])= ∑
[V ]∈O(U )
[V ]=[W ] in O(G)
x
([V ]).
Obviously indGU is additive for every [U ] ∈O(G). Finally, we set
τR :WG ◦Fλ(R) → NrG(R),
f →
∑
[U ]∈O(G)
indGU ◦ MRU
(
f
([U ])).
Theorem 2.6. (See [16].) Let G be any proﬁnite group. Then τ : WG ◦ Fλ → NrG is a natural isomorphism
satisfying Φ = ϕ ◦ τ .
3. Connection between FG andWG
Let G be an arbitrary group. For a subset S of G , we deﬁne the subset gS to be {gs : s ∈ S}. Let
Pn(G) be the set of ordered partitions of G into n parts, that is,
Pn(G) =
{
(P1, P2, . . . , Pn):
⋃
1in
Pi = G and Pi ∩ P j = ∅ if i = j
}
.
We deﬁne a G-action on Pn(G) by gP = (gP1, gP2, . . . , gPn), where P is the ordered partition
(P1, P2, . . . , Pn) of G . Then Pn(G) is an essentially ﬁnite G-set. In fact, in Lemma 3.3, it will be
shown to be almost ﬁnite.
Theorem 3.1. (See [8].) Let A be a commutative ring with unity. Then we have
(a) Let α1,α2, . . . ,αn be elements of A. From every orbit G P of Pn(G), choose a representative P . Deﬁne a
map f{α1,...,αn} : Pn(G) → A, by gP → αi , where g ∈ Pi , the i-th part. Deﬁne sα : G \ (G/G) → A to be
the map which takes the orbit to
∑n
i=1 αi . Then
[
Pn(G), f¯{α1,...,αn}
]− [G/G, sα] ∈ kerψ,
where
f¯{α1,...,αn} : G \ Pn(G) → A, Gx →
∏
y∈Gx
f{α1,...,αn}(y). (3.1)
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∑
1il
αi =
∑
1 jm
β j.
For any U ∈ C (G) deﬁne f¯{α1,...,αl} : U \ Pl(U ) → A and f¯{β1,...,βm} : U \ Pm(U ) → A as in Eq. (3.1). Then
indGU
([
Pl(U ), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]− [Pm(U ), f¯{β1,...,βm}]) ∈ kerψ.
(c) Let S be a subset of N= {1,2, . . .}. With αi and β j chosen for each [U ] as in (b), we have
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
[G:U ]∈S
indGU
([
Pl(U ), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]− [Pm(U ), f¯{β1,...,βm}]) ∈ kerψ. (3.2)
G-strings of the form [Pn(G), f¯{α1,...,αn}] play a key role in developing our arguments. In the fol-
lowing, let us provide a new description of them. For two G-sets S and T , the set of maps from S
into T , denoted by Map(S, T ), is made into a G-set by supplying the standard G-action deﬁned by
(g · f )(s) = g · f (g−1s)
for all g ∈ G , f ∈ Map(S, T ), and s ∈ S . The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 3.2. (See [5].) Let S and T be G-sets. If T is ﬁnite and if the number of G-orbits in S is ﬁnite, then
Map(S, T ) is almost ﬁnite.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a commutative ring with unity and let α1,α2, . . . ,αn be elements of A. Then we have
(a) Pn(G) is isomorphic to Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αn}) as a G-set when {α1, . . . ,αn} is viewed as a G-set with the
trivial G-action. In particular, it is almost ﬁnite.
(b) For f¯{α1,...,αn} deﬁned in Eq. (3.1),
[
Pn(G), f¯{α1,...,αn}
]= [Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αn}), f ],
where
f : G \Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αn})→ A, Gh → [h].
Proof. (a) Consider the map
ξ : Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αn})→ Pn(G), h → (h−1(α1), . . . ,h−1(αn)).
First, let us show that ξ is injective. Assume that ξ(h) = ξ(h′), that is, h−1(αi) = h′−1(αi) for all
1 i  n. Then, for every x ∈ G ,
h(x) = αi ⇐⇒ x ∈ h−1(αi) = h′−1(αi) ⇐⇒ h′(x) = αi .
Hence h = h′ . Next, let us show the surjectiveness of ξ . For any ordered partition of G into n parts,
say P = (P1, . . . , Pn), deﬁne h : G → {α1, . . . ,αn} by h(x) = αi if x ∈ Pi (1 i  n). Then it is obvious
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g ∈ G ,
ξ(g · h) = ((g · h)−1(α1), . . . , (g · h)−1(αn))
= (g · h−1(α1), . . . , g · h−1(αn))
= g · (h−1(α1), . . . ,h−1(αn)).
Consequently ξ is a G-set isomorphism. Now, the fact that Pn(G) is almost ﬁnite follows from
Lemma 3.3.
(b) For the desired result, we have to show that f = f¯{α1,...,αn} ◦ ξ¯ . It can be shown in the following
manner. For every orbit Gh in G \ Pn(G), we have
f¯{α1,...,αn} ◦ ξ¯ (Gh) = f¯{α1,...,αn}
(
Gξ(h)
)
= f¯{α1,...,αn}
(
G
(
h−1(α1), . . . ,h−1(αn)
))
=
∏
1in
α
 of w j∈h−1(αi)
i
=
∏
1in
α
 of w j such that h(w j)=αi
i
= [h].
Here w j ’s (1 j  (G : Gh)) are left-coset representatives of Gh in G . So we are done. 
We denote by IG(A) the subset of FG(A) which can be put in the form (3.2). That is, IG(A)(⊆
FG(A)) equals
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
indGU
([
Pl(U ), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]− [Pm(U ), f¯{β1,...,βm}]):
l,m 1
αi ∈ A (1 i  l)
β j ∈ A (1 j m)∑
i αi =
∑
j β j
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
.
Let W be the G-set with precisely one orbit from each isomorphism class of ﬁnite transitive G-sets.
The orbit isomorphic to G/U , where U is of ﬁnite index, will be denoted by Gu. Let Wˆ A be the set
of all G-strings with coeﬃcients in A, whose underlying G-set is W . This can be regarded as a subset
of FG(A).
Proposition 3.4. (Cf. [8].)
(a) Let B be a torsion-free ring. Then the intersection of Wˆ B and any coset of the kernel of ψB contains at
most one element.
(b) Let B be a torsion-free ring. Then IG(B) = kerψB .
(c) For any commutative ring A with unity, IG(A) is an ideal of FG(A).
Proof. The proofs of (a)–(c) are exactly same to those of [8] (more precisely, Propositions 1, 4, and
Corollary 3 in [8]), respectively. 
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(a) In [8, Proposition 1] it was stated that if B is a ring of characteristic zero, then the intersection of
Wˆ B and any coset of the kernel of ψB contains at most one element. However, it turns out to be
false. For example, consider the case where B = Z/2Z× Z and G = C (the multiplicative inﬁnite
cyclic group). Let C2 be a unique subgroup of C of index 2. For
f0 : C \
(
C/C2
)→ B, C/C2 → (0+ 2Z,0)
and
f1 : C \
(
C/C2
)→ B, C/C2 → (0+ 2Z,1),
it is easy to show that [C/C2, f0] and [C/C2, f1] are contained in the kernel of ψB . So, Wˆ B ∩
kerψB contains at least two distinct elements.
(b) [8, Proposition 4] claims that if B is a ring of characteristic zero then I B(G) = kerψB , but it turns
out to be negative. For example, in (a), [C/C2, f1] ∈ kerψB \ I B(G). However, it can be easily
remedied by replacing the assumption by “B is torsion-free”.
Using Proposition 3.4 one can generate a functor FG/IG : Rings → Rings such that
(1) for a commutative ring A with unity, FG/IG(A) = FG(A)/IG(A), and
(2) for a ring homomorphism h : A → B , we have
FG/IG(h) : FG(A)/IG(A) → FG(B)/IG(B), a + IG(A) → FG(h)(a) + IG(B)
(it is well deﬁned since FG(h)(IG(A)) ⊆ IG(B)).
It has a close connection to Witt–Burnside ring functor WG which was introduced by Dress and
Siebeneicher [5]. In [8], Graham showed that FG/IG is isomorphic to WG when G is a proﬁnite group.
The rest of this section is devoted to reproving his proof in more detail since it is written in a very
condensed form.
As the ﬁrst step, we will deﬁne a functor WG using FG/IG . Note that Graham introduced an
inductive way, called the clearing algorithm, to ﬁnd an element of Wˆ A that differs from the argument
by an element of IG(A). The element thus obtained from a ∈ FG(A) via the clearing algorithm will be
denoted by C∞(a). For any element in FG(A), say
a =
∑
[U ]
∑
1iiU
nU ,i[G/U ,αU ,i],
deﬁne a to be the element of
∏
[U ]∈C (G) A given by
a¯
([U ])= ∑
1iiU
nU ,iαU ,i(G/U ), ∀[U ] ∈ C (G).
Lemma 3.6. (See [8, Lemma 1].) If a,b are in the same coset of IG(A), then C∞(a) = C∞(b).
Lemma 3.6 implies that the map,
wA : FG(A)/IG(A) →
∏
[U ]∈C (G)
A, a + IG(A) → C∞(a),
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from the implication:
C∞(a) = C∞(b) ⇒ a − b =
(
a − C∞(a)
)− (b − C∞(b)) ∈ IG(A).
Hence one can impose a ring structure on
∏
[U ]∈C (G) A via wA . In other words, for all x, y ∈∏
[U ]∈C (G) A, we let
x+ y := wA
(
w−1A (x) + w−1A (y)
)
,
x · y := wA
(
w−1A (x) · w−1A (y)
)
.
Denote the ring thus deﬁned by WG(A). Obviously wA is a ring isomorphism for this ring struc-
ture. As for morphisms, for every ring homomorphism f : A → B and every α ∈ WG(A), we deﬁne
WG( f )(α) by f ◦α. Then one can easily see that this construction results in a functor, denoted by WG .
For the second step, note that IG(A) is contained in kerψA . Therefore ψA induces a ring homo-
morphism ψ¯A : FG(A)/IG(A) → ghG(A), which makes the following diagram
WG(A)  FG(A)/IG(A)
ghG(A)





wA−1
ψ¯AΦA
commutative. Note that ΦA is a ring homomorphism since wA and ψ¯A are ring homomorphisms.
As the third step, let us investigate the condition that G should satisfy. Let G be a proﬁnite group.
We say that G is strongly complete if it satisﬁes any of the following conditions, which are easily seen
to be equivalent:
(a) Every subgroup of ﬁnite index in G is open.
(b) G is equal to its own proﬁnite completion.
(c) Every group homomorphism from G to any proﬁnite group is continuous.
Lemma 3.7. (See [11,12].) Every ﬁnitely generated proﬁnite group is strongly complete.
If G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group, then Lemma 3.7 says that C (G) equals O(G), the set
of conjugacy classes of open subgroups of G . Hence, in this case, ghG is exactly same to ghG .
As the fourth step, we note that, if G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group, then WG satisﬁes the
conditions (i) and (ii) in [5, Theorem (3.3.2)]. Now the uniqueness of WG tells us that WG is identical
to WG .
Putting all the steps above together, one can derive the following beautiful result due to Graham.
Theorem 3.8. (See [8].) Let G be a strongly complete proﬁnite group. Then FG/IG is naturally isomorphic to
WG under the natural isomorphism w : FG/IG → WG , where, for any commutative ring A with unity, we
have
wA : FG(A)/IG(A) →WG(A), a + IG(A) → C∞(a).
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h : A → B , the diagram,
FG(A)/IG(A)
wA−−−−→ WG(A)
FG (h)
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐WG (h)
FG(B)/IG(B)
wB−−−−→ WG(B),
is commutative. But this follows immediately from the equality
C∞
(
h(a)
)=WG(h)(C∞(a)), ∀a ∈ FG(A),
which has already been shown in [8, Proposition 2]. 
Let πA : FG(A) → FG(A)/IG(A) denote the natural projection map assigning a + IG(A) to each
a ∈ FG(A). From Theorem 3.8 it follows immediately that the following diagram
FG(A)
wA◦πA−−−−→ WG(A)
FG (h)
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐WG (h)
FG(B)
wB◦πB−−−−→ WG(B)
is commutative.
4. FˆG and its connection with NrG
In this section, we construct a functor FˆG which gives an alternative to the construction of NrG
introduced in [13,15]. Compared with FG , it should be noted that FˆG is deﬁned on the category of
special λ-rings.
4.1. Constructing FˆG
Let R be a special λ-ring. As an abelian group, FˆG(R) equals FG(R). In other words, it has the
same underlying set and the same addition with FG(R). On the other hand, its multiplication is more
ore less different from that of FG(R). First, let us deﬁne how to multiply two transitive G-strings, say
[Gx, f1] and [Gy, f2]. Their product is given by [Gx× Gy, f1 × f2], where
f1 × f2 : G \ Gx× Gy → R =
∑
GxgG y
fˆGx gG y : G \ G(x, gy) → R
and
fˆ Gx gG y
(
G(x, gy)
)= Ψ [Gx: Gx∩gG y g−1]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy : g−1Gxg∩Gy]( f2(Gy)). (4.1)
Here g ranges over a system of double coset representatives of Gx and Gy in G and Ψ n (n  1),
denotes the n-th Adams operation of R . It is easy to show that this multiplication is associative on
the set of transitive G-strings. Applying the distributive law, one can form the semi-ring consisting
of G-strings with coeﬃcients in R and then form a ring, FˆG(R), by the formal negative construction.
Note that FˆG(R) is, as an abelian group, isomorphic to
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[U ]∈C (G)
( ⊕
α:G\(G/U )→A
Z[G/U ,α]
)
.
Given two elements
Θ1 =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
α:G\(G/U )→A
mα[G/U ,α]
and
Θ2 =
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
β:G\(G/V )→A
nβ [G/V , β]
of FˆG(R), their product is give by
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
α:G\(G/U )→A
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
β:G\(G/V )→A
mαnβ [G/U ,α][G/V , β].
Therefore the coeﬃcient of [G/W , γ ] in Θ1 × Θ2 equals
∑
[U ],[V ]
∑
α,β
mαnβCU ,V ,α,β(W ),
where CU ,V ,α,β counts double coset representatives, g , of U and V in G with the following properties:
(i) [U ∩ gV g−1] = [W ], and
(ii) Ψ [U : U∩gV g−1](α(G/U ))Ψ [V : g−1Ug∩V ](β(G/V )) = γ (G/W ).
As in the case of FG , this construction results in a functor FˆG with properties similar to NrG .
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an arbitrary group. Then there exists a unique functor FˆG : λ-rings → Rings satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) For any special λ-ring, R, FˆG(R) is given as above.
(2) For every λ-ring homomorphism h : R → S, FˆG(h) : FˆG(R) → FˆG(S) is the homomorphism which takes
[X,α] ∈ FˆG(R) to [X,h ◦ α].
(3) For every subgroup U of ﬁnite index in G, there exists a ring homomorphism, ρUR : FˆG(R) → R deﬁned by
ρUR
([X,α])= ∑
x∈XU
Ψ [Gx:U ]
(
α(Gx)
)
,
which provides a natural transformation to the identity.
Proof. The uniqueness is obvious since FˆG(R) is already determined for each special λ-ring R . To
show that FˆG is a functor, we ﬁrst show that FˆG(h) is a ring homomorphism for every λ-ring
homomorphism h : R → S . Since it is obviously additive, we will only show that it preserves the
multiplication. To do this, it suﬃces to show that FˆG(h)([Gx× Gy, f1 × f2]) equals
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([Gx, f1]) · FˆG(h)([Gy, f2])(= [Gx,h ◦ f1] · [Gy,h ◦ f2])
for arbitrary transitive G-strings [Gx, f1] and [Gy, f2]. Recall that
f1 × f2 : G \ Gx× Gy → R =
∑
GxgG y
fˆGx gG y : G \ G(x, gy) → R,
where
fˆ Gx gG y
(
G \ G(x, gy))= Ψ [Gx:Gx∩gG y g−1]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy :g−1Gxg∩Gy ]( f2(Gy)).
According to the deﬁnition of FˆG(h), we have
FˆG(h)
([Gx× Gy, f1 × f2])= ∑
GxgG y
[
G(x, gy),h ◦ fˆ Gx gG y
]
,
where
h ◦ fˆ Gx gG y
(
G \ G(x, gy))= h(Ψ [Gx: Gx∩gG y g−1]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy : g−1Gxg∩Gy ]( f2(Gy))).
Since h is a λ-ring homomorphism, it preserves Adams operations and hence
h ◦ fˆ Gx gG y
(
G \ G(x, gy))= Ψ [Gx: Gx∩gG y g−1](h ◦ f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy : g−1Gxg∩Gy ](h ◦ f2(Gy)).
This justiﬁes the desired assertion.
Next, we will show the third condition. To do this, it suﬃces to show that
ρUR
([Gx× Gy, f1 × f2])= ρUR ([Gx, f1]) · ρUR ([Gy, f2])
for every [U ] ∈ C (G) and for arbitrary transitive G-strings [Gx, f1] and [Gy, f2]. Observe that
ρUR
([Gx× Gy, f1 × f2])
=
∑
GxgG y
ρUR
([
G(x, gy), fˆGx gG y
])
=
∑
Gx gG y
g′(x,gy)∈(G\G(x,gy))U
Ψ [Gg′(x,gy):U ]
(
Ψ [Gx: Gx∩gG y g−1]
(
f1(Gx)
)
Ψ [Gy : g−1Gxg∩Gy ]
(
f2(Gy)
))
.
The second equality follows from the fact that if g′(x, gy) ∈ (G \ G(x, gy))U for some g′ ∈ G , then
Gg′(x,gy) = g′(Gx ∩ gG y g−1)g′−1, hence
[Gg′(x,gy) : U ] = [G(x,gy) : U ] =
[
Gx ∩ gG y g−1 : U
]= [g−1Gxg ∩ Gy : U].
Consequently
ρUR
([Gx× Gy, f1 × f2])= ∑
GxgG y

(
G \ G(x, gy))UΨ [Gx:U ]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy :U ]( f2(Gy)).
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ρUR
([Gx, f1]) · ρUR ([Gy, f2])
= (Gx)U (Gy)UΨ [Gx:U ]( f1(Gx)Ψ [Gy :U ]
(
f2(Gy)
)
= (Gx× Gy)UΨ [Gx:U ]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy :U ]( f2(Gy))
=
∑
GxgG y

(
G \ G(x, gy))UΨ [Gx:U ]( f1(Gx))Ψ [Gy :U ]( f2(Gy)).
This implies that ρUR is a ring homomorphism. Furthermore, for a λ-ring homomorphism h : R → S ,
we have the commutativity of the diagram
FˆG(R)
FˆG (h)−−−−→ FˆG(S)
ρUR
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐ρUS
R
h−−−−→ S
since
h ◦ ρUR
([X,α])= h
( ∑
x∈XU
Ψ [Gx:U ]
(
α(Gx)
))
=
∑
x∈XU
Ψ [Gx:U ]
(
h ◦ α(Gx))
= ρUS
([X,h ◦ α])
= ρUS ◦ FG(h)
([X,α]).
The second equality follows from the fact that h preserves all Adams operations. So, we are done. 
Note that ρUR = ρU
′
R if [U ] = [U ′]. Set
ρR =
∏
[U ]∈C (G)
ρUR .
Then ρR maps to the ghost ring ghG(R). By virtue of the third condition one can immediately show
that, for every λ-ring homomorphism h : R → S , the following diagram
FˆG(R)
FˆG (h)−−−−→ FˆG(S)
ρR
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐ρS
ghG(R)
ghG (h)−−−−→ ghG(S)
(4.2)
is commutative.
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Throughout this section, assume that G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group and R a special
λ-ring.
To begin with, for each [U ] ∈ C (G), let us introduce induction
indGU : FˆU (R) → FˆG(R), x → indGU (x)
where
indGU (x)
([W ])= ∑
[V ]∈C (U )
[V ]=[W ] in C (G)
x
([V ]).
In more detail, if
α =
∑
[V ]∈C (U )
∑
1iiV
nV ,i[U/V ,αV ,i],
then
indGU (α) =
∑
[V ]∈C (U )
∑
1iiV
nV ,i[G/V , αˆV ,i]
=
∑
[W ]∈C (G)
( ∑
[V ]=[W ] (in C (G))
∑
1iiV
nV ,i[G/V , αˆV ,i]
)
,
where αˆV ,i(G/V ) = αV ,i(U/V ). Obviously indGU is additive for every [U ] ∈ C (U ).
Next, for each U ∈ C (G) and for each r ∈ R , deﬁne sr : U \ (U/U ) → R to be the map which takes
U/U to r. Deﬁne JG(R) to be the ideal of FˆG(R) generated by all elements of the form
indGU
([U/U , sr] + [U/U , sr′ ] − [U/U , sr+r′ ]), ∀r, r′ ∈ R, ∀[U ] ∈ C (G).
One can easily see that JG(R) consists of elements,
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
1iiU
nU ,i[G/U ,αU ,i]
(∈ FˆG(R)),
with the property
∑
1iiU
nU ,i
(
αU ,i(G/U )
)= 0 for all [U ] ∈ C (G).
With this preparation, we will deﬁne FˆG/ JG as follows:
(i) For any special λ-ring R , let FˆG/ JG(R) be the factor ring FˆG(R)/ JG(R).
(ii) For every λ-ring homomorphism h : R → S , FˆG/ JG(h) : FˆG(R)/ JG(R) → FˆG(S)/ JG(S) is a ring
homomorphism deﬁned by a + JG(R) → FˆG(h)(a) + JG(S) (it is well deﬁned since FˆG(h)( JG(R)) =
JG(S)).
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rally isomorphic to NrG , which was introduced in [13,15]. For each element in FˆG(R), say
a =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
1iiU
nU ,i[G/U ,αU ,i],
let a¯ be the element of NrG(R) deﬁned by (αU )[U ]∈C (G) , where
αU =
∑
1iiU
nU ,iαU ,i(G/U ).
Letting
θR : FˆG(R) → NrG(R), a → a¯,
it is not diﬃcult to show that θR is an additive map with kernel JG(R). Hence, it induces a bijective
and additive map
wˆR : FˆG(R)/ JG(R) → NrG(R), a + JG(R) → a¯.
Observe that θR factors through πˆR and wˆ R via the following commutative diagram
FˆG(R)  FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
NrG(R)





πˆR
wˆRθR

Here πˆR : FˆG(R) → FˆG(R)/ JG(R) denotes the natural projection assigning a+ JG(R) to each a ∈ FˆG(R).
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a strongly complete proﬁnite group. Then FˆG/ JG is naturally isomorphic to NrG under
the natural isomorphism wˆ : FˆG/ JG → NrG , where, for any special λ-ring R,
wˆ R : FˆG(R)/ JG(R) → NrG(R), a + JG(R) → a¯.
Proof. First of all, let us show that wˆ R is a ring isomorphism. But we have already shown that wˆ R is
a group isomorphism. Consequently we have only to show that, for any two elements in a,b ∈ FˆG(R),
ab = a¯b¯.
By the additivity of wˆ R , we may assume that
a = [G/U ,αU ] and b = [G/V , βV ].
Then
ab = [G/U × G/V ,αU × βV ] =
∑
UgV
[
G/U ∩ gV g−1, fU gV
]
,
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fU gV
(
G/U ∩ gV g−1)= Ψ [U : U∩gV g−1](αU (G/U ))Ψ [V : U∩gV g−1](βV (G/V )).
It follows that
ab = (c[Z ])[Z ]∈C (G),
where
c[Z ] =
∑
UgV
[U∩gV g−1]=[Z ]
fU gV
(
G/U ∩ gV g−1).
Now, from [15, Section 3.1] (or [16, Eq. (2.1)]) it follows that c[Z ] equals (a¯b¯)([Z ]) for every [Z ] ∈
C (G).
Next, we claim that, for every λ-ring homomorphism h : R → S , the following diagram,
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
wˆ R−−−−→ NrG(R)
FˆG/ JG (h)
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐NrG (h)
FˆG(S)/ JG(S)
wˆ S−−−−→ NrG(S),
is commutative. This can be veriﬁed easily. Indeed,
NrG(h) ◦ wˆR
((∑
[U ]
∑
1iiU
[G/U ,αU ,i]
)
+ JG(R)
)
= NrG(h)
(( ∑
1iiU
αU ,i(G/U )
)
[U ]∈C (G)
)
=
( ∑
1iiU
h
(
αU ,i(G/U )
))
[U ]∈C (G)
.
On the other hand,
wˆ S ◦ FˆG/ JG(h)
((∑
[U ]
∑
1iiU
[G/U ,αU ,i]
)
+ JG(R)
)
= wˆ S
((∑
[U ]
∑
1iiU
[G/U ,h ◦ αU ,i]
)
+ JG(S)
)
=
( ∑
1iiU
h
(
αU ,i(G/U )
))
[U ]∈C (G)
.
This completes the proof. 
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Adams operations, one can easily show that J G(R) is contained in kerρR . Therefore ρR induces a ring
homomorphism,
ρ¯R : FˆG(R)/ JG(R) → ghG(R), a → ρ(a),
making the diagram
FˆG(R)  FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
ghG(R)





πˆR
ρ¯RρR
commutative. From Eq. (4.2) it follows that the diagram
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
wˆ R−−−−→ FˆG(S)/ JG(S)
ρ¯R
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐ρ¯R
ghG(R)
ghG (h)−−−−→ ghG(S)
commutes. Furthermore, it is easy to show that the following diagram
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)  NrG(R)
ghG(R)





wˆR
ϕRρ¯R
also commutes.
5. Analogue of extended Teichmüller map
The ﬁnal section will be fully devoted to demonstrating the connection between FG and FˆG . More
precisely, when G is a strongly complete proﬁnite group and R is a special λ-ring, we will show that
there exists an additive map tR : FG ◦Fλ(R) → FˆG(R) making the diagram
FG ◦Fλ(R) tR−−−−→ FˆG(R)
wR◦πR
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐wˆ R◦πˆR
WG ◦Fλ(R) τR−−−−→ NrG(R)
(5.1)
commutative.
First, we will deﬁne tR for each transitive G-string, say [G/U ,α], with coeﬃcients in R . Let
tR
([G/U ,α])= indGU (tUR ([G/U ,α])),
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tUR
([G/U ,α])= ∑
[V ]∈C (U )
[U/V ,αV ],
where αV : U \ (U/V ) → R , U/V → MU (α(G/U ), [V ]).
Next, let us extend tR to FG ◦Fλ(R) by linearity. To be more precise, for an arbitrary element,
F =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
α:G\(G/U )→R
nα[G/U ,α],
in FG ◦Fλ(R), let
tR(F) =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
α:G\(G/U )→R
nα ind
G
U ◦ tR
([G/U ,α]).
By construction, tR is obviously additive.
Remark 5.1. It should be remarked that tR does not preserve multiplication, in general. For example,
tR
([G/G, sr] · ([G/G, sr′ ]))= tR([G/G, srr′ ])= ∑
[U ]∈C (G)
[G/U , sMG (rr′,[U ])].
On the other hand,
tR
([G/G, sr]) · tR([G/G, sr′ ])
=
( ∑
[V ]∈C (G)
[G/V , sMG (r,[V ])]
)( ∑
[W ]∈C (G)
[G/W , sMG (r′,[W ])]
)
=
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
[V ],[W ]
V gW⊆G
[V∩gW g−1]=[U ]
[G/U , s(Ψ (V :U )(MG (r,[V ])))(Ψ (W :U )(MG (r′,[W ])))].
Now, our assertion is obvious since
[G/U , sMG (rr′,[U ])] =
∑
[V ],[W ]
V gW⊆G
[V∩gW g−1]=[U ]
[G/U , s(Ψ (V :U )(MG (r,[V ])))(Ψ (W :U )(MG (s,[W ])))],
in general.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a group and R a special λ-ring. Then we have
(a) tR(IG(R)) = JG(R).
(b) ψR = ρR ◦ tR .
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∑
[U ]∈C (G)
(
indGU
[
Pl(U ), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]− indGU [Pm(U ), f¯{β1,...,βm}]),
where
∑
i αi =
∑
j β j . Therefore it suﬃces to show that
[
Pl(G), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]− [Pm(G), f¯{β1,...,βm}] ∈ JG(R).
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that
[
Pn(G), f¯{α1,...,αl}
]= [Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αl}), f ],
where
f : G \Map(G, {α1, . . . ,αl})→ A, Gh → [h].
But, since
[
Map
(
G, {α1, . . . ,αl}
)
, f
]= ∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
[Gh]=[U ]
[Gh]∈G\Map(G,{α1,...,αl})
[G/U , s[h]],
one can derive
tR
([
Map
(
G, {α1, . . . ,αl}
)
, f
])([U ])= ∑
[V ]∈C (G)
[G][V ][U ]
∑
[Gh]=[V ]
[Gh]∈G\Map(G,{α1,...,αl})
[G/U , sMV ([h],[U ])].
Utilizing [16, Theorem 3.6] and the additivity of Adams operations one can see that
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
[G][V ][U ]
∑
[Gh]=[V ]
[Gh]∈G\Map(G,{α1,...,αl})
MV
([h], [U ])
=
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
[G][V ][U ]
( ∑
[V ][W ][U ] (in C (V ))
μG
([U ], [V ])Ψ (V :U )
( ∑
[Gh]=[V ]
[Gh]∈G\Map(G,{α1,...,αl})
[h](G:V )
))
.
Now we claim that the right-hand side of the above equality depends on the sum of αi (1  i  l),
not on α1, . . . ,αl . To see this, let us view αi (1 i  l), as indeterminates. Then, for each [V ] ∈ C (G)
with [G] [V ] [U ],
∑
[Gh]=[V ]
[h](G:V )
is obviously a symmetric function in αi (1  i  l). Hence, by the fundamental theorem of symmet-
ric functions (for example, refer to [10]), it can be written as an integer polynomial in elementary
symmetric polynomials
el(α1, . . . ,αl) (l 1).
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α1 + · · · + αn , not on α1, . . . ,αn . In particular, by considering the case {α1 + · · · + αn}, we can de-
rive tR([P1(G), f¯{α1+···+αn}])([U ]) = [G/U , sMG ({α1+···+αn},[U ])] (refer to Example 5.3). This implies the
desired result.
Next, let us prove that tR(IG(R)) ⊇ JG(R). Let F be an arbitrary element in JG(R). For simplicity,
let
F =
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
1iiU
[G/U ,αU ,i] −
∑
[U ]∈C (G)
∑
1 j jU
[G/U , βU , j],
where, for each [U ] ∈ C (G),
∑
1iiU
αU ,i(G/U ) −
∑
1 j jU
βU , j(G/U ) = 0.
Now we will show how to ﬁnd an element, b ∈ IG(R), with tR(b) =F in the following steps:
Step 1: For each [U ] ∈ C (G), let
Int
([G], [U ]) := {[V ]: [G] [V ] [U ]},
that is, the closed interval of [G] and [U ] in C (G). In order to use mathematical induction, enumerate
the elements of Int([G], [U ]) in an increasing order, say
Int
([G], [U ])= {[U1], . . . , [UkU ]} (kU = Int([G], [U ])),
where [Ui] [U j] if i  j. Note that [U1] = [G] and [UkU ] = [U ]. Let
γ (U1) =
∑
1iiG
αG,i(G/G), δ(U1) = −
∑
1 j jG
βG, j(G/G).
Then F − ([G/G, f¯γ (U1)] − [G/G, f¯δ(U1)]) contains no transitive G-string of the form [G/G, sr] (r ∈ R).
Now, suppose that γ (Ul), δ(Ul) have been determined for all 1  l < kU . Then, we determine
γ (Ul+1), δ(Ul+1) in the following recursive way. First, consider
F −
( ∑
1il
indGUi
([Ui/Ui, f¯γ (Ui)] − [Ui/Ui, f¯δ(Ui)])
)
.
Assume that the [Ul+1]-th component of the above element is given by
∑
1iiUl+1
[G/Ul+1,αUl+1,i] −
∑
1 j jUl+1
[G/Ul+1, βUl+1, j]
+
∑
1is
[G/Ul+1, sρi ] −
∑
1 jt
[G/Ul+1, sσ j ].
Then, we let
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∑
1iiUl+1
[G/Ul+1,αUl+1,i] +
∑
1is
[G/Ul+1, sρi ],
δ(Ul+1) =
∑
1 j jUl+1
[G/Ul+1, βUl+1, j] +
∑
1 jt
[G/Ul+1, sσ j ].
Applying this process repeatedly, one can deﬁne γ (V ), δ(V ) for each [V ] ∈ Int([G], [U ]). By the con-
struction of γ (V ) and δ(V ) it follows that
F −
( ∑
[V ][U ]
indGV
([V /V , f¯γ (V )] − [V /V , f¯δ(V )])
)
contains no G-strings of the form [G/V , sr] with [V ] ∈ Int([G], [U ]), r ∈ R .
Step 2: Let
b =
∑
[V ]∈C (G)
indGV
([V /V , f¯γ (V )] − [V /V , f¯δ(V )]).
Then,
b
([U ])=
( ∑
[G][V ][U ]
indGV
([V /V , f¯γ (V )] − [V /V , f¯δ(V )])
)([U ])
=F([U ]) (by Step 1).
This completes the proof of (a).
(b) By the additivity of tR , it suﬃces to show that ρR ◦ tR([G/V ,α]) = ψR([G/V ,α]) for every
transitive G-string [G/V ,α]. To see this, one has to verify that, for every [U ] ∈ C (G),
ρR ◦ tR
([G/V ,α])([U ])= ψR([G/V ,α])([U ]). (5.2)
However, since tR([G/V ,α]) ∈ Wˆ R , the desired result immediately follows from [13, Lemma 3.13]. In
fact, each side of Eq. (5.2) equals φU (G/V )α(G/V )(V :U ) . 
In the proof of Theorem 5.2(a), it was shown that tR([P1(G), f¯α])([U ]) = [G/U , sMG (α,[U ])] for all
[U ] ∈ C (G). The following example illustrates this relation very well.
Example 5.3. Let G = C , the multiplicative inﬁnite cyclic group and Cn a unique subgroup of C of
index n. Let α = α1 + α2. Then
f¯α = [C/C, sα1 ] + [C/C, sα2 ]
+ indCC2
[
C2/C4, sα1α2
]
+ indCC4
[
C4/C4, sα31α2
]+ indCC4[C4/C4, sα1α32
]+ indCC4[C4/C4, sα21α22
]
+ · · · .
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MC
(
α,C4
)= 1
4
(
(α1 + α2)4 − Ψ 2
(
(α1 + α2)2
))
= MC
(
α1,C
4)+ MC (α2,C4)+ MC2(α1α2,C4)
+ MC4
(
α31α2,C
4)+ MC4(α1α32,C4)+ MC4(α21α22,C4).
In view of Theorem 5.2(a), tR induces a map
tR : FG(R)/IG(R) → FˆG(R)/ JG(R), a + IG(R) → t(a) + JG(A).
By the deﬁnition of tR , the diagram
FG(R)
πR
tR
FˆG(R)
πˆR
FG(R)/IG(R)
tR
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
(5.3)
is commutative.
Proposition 5.4. Let G be a strongly complete proﬁnite group and R a special λ-ring. Then the following
diagram,
FG(R)/IG(R)
wR
tR
FˆG(R)/ JG(R)
wˆ R
WG(R)
τR
NrG(R),
(5.4)
is commutative.
Proof. Note that τR ◦ wR(a + IG(R)) = τR(C∞(a)) and wˆ R ◦ tR(a + IG(R)) = tR(a). Hence it suﬃces
to show that τR(C∞(a)) = tR(a) for all a ∈ FG(R). First, observe that this is true for every transitive
G-string, say [G/U , sα] (α ∈ R). More precisely,
τR
(
C∞
([G/U , sα]))= τR(eU ,α)
= indGU
(
τ UR (α)
)
= indGU
((
MU
(
α, [V ]))[V ]∈C (U ))
= indGU
( ∑
[V ]∈C (U )
[
U \ (U/V ), sMU (α,[V ])
])
= tR
([G/U , sα]),
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eU ,α
([V ])=
{
α if [V ] = [U ],
0 otherwise.
Now, our assertion follows from the additivity of wR , τR , tR and wˆ R . 
As a corollary of Proposition 5.4, we can conclude that tR is a ring isomorphism since wR , τR , and
wˆ R are ring homomorphisms. Finally, by combining diagram (5.3) and diagram (5.4), we can establish
the commutativity of diagram (5.1).
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